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MAY DAY EXHIBITION

f.

. On 27 April John Halfpenny opened an important May Day exhibition

[
t

[
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at the State Library of Victoria. The material on display included
posters, photographs, ribbons, leaflets, original artworJ^ by Noel

Counihdn, badges, newspaper articles, manuscripts and the "Anarchy"
flag carried by Chummy Fleming on many marches. '
•

The exhibition, which ran until 6 June, traced the history of May
Day in Melbourne from the first meeting held in 1890. It drew
heavily on the large collection of political material donated to

the Library in the 1970s by Sam Merrifield:

it was the early

posters in the Merrifield Collection that inspired the whole
exhibition.

A 28 page catalogue was produced in conjunction with the exhibition.

It includes a substantial essay by Dr. Charlie Fox on the changing
nature of May Day in Melbourne. An excerpt from this essay is
reproduced belpw. The catalogue also includes a tribute to Sam
Merrifield and a description of the Merrifield Collection by
Peter Love. Scattered through the catalogue are 6 colour and many
black and white reproductions of items displayed in the exhibition.

The 6 colour works have also been reproduced as postcards.
The catalogue is available to Recorder readers at a discounted
price of $3.00 plus $1.00 for postage. The postcards are available

at $1.00 each or $5.00 for the set of 6 plus- $1.00 postage. Orders
should be sent with cheques made payable to the 'Library Council of.
Victoria' to Marg McCormack, State Library of Victoria, 328 Swanston
Street, Melbourne, 3000.

.and the fatman could take all the rest;!
May Day in Melbourne 1890-1987
THE 8 HOURS DEMGNSTRATIGN
ANARCHISTS IN FRANCE

SEIZURE GF DANGEROUS WEAPONS

Age 2 May 1890 BUSINESS
-POUCEfEy^OilNGro^R
ARMS
SUSPENDED AND BANKS GUARDED
ADOPTION OF REPRESSIVE MEASURES
ARREST OF LOUISE MICHEL

MEETING IN MELBOURNE
This was how The

in 1890 introduced Melbourne to the celebration of May

Day. Its brief description of a "largely attended" meeting at the old Trades Hall
contrasts sharply with pictures of guns,staves and bombs being prepared in France.

^e sober restraint of the Melbourne speakers was tame when compared with the
images of frenay, intrigue and mayhem in Paris. In Europe the first of May was
adopted by the Second International Socialist Congress as a day of demonstration
for the eight hour day, since the ten hour day was still the rule there. In Melbourne
the eight hour day had long been won (at least by a small section of the workforce)
and celebrated on labour's day of days.

In Europe the working-class movement was split over the best way to make May
Day meaningful. Reformists proposed a march and meeting on the first Sunday

after M^ 1st Revolutionaries wanted a general strike and march on May 1st
itselL From 1890 to 1893 The Am reports were of May 1st demonstrations, riots,

shootings and killings in Europe. Respectable citizens here might well have worried

about the course the Australian labour movement would take, especially as they
watched the colony slide into depression. At last, on Sunday 30 April 1893, the first
Melbourne march and meeting were held. It was not just another eight hour

demonstration; it was, and still is, a celebration of the solidarity of the international
working class, a cry for an end to war and a salute to the inevitability of socialism.

Pr.v

THE MARCH
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Until the 1930's, the May Day march was usually the poor relation of thfe Eight
Hours Day march. It could not, and probably did not, try to compete with the grand
tableaux of the latter, the delicate and beautiful banners, the massed bands and the

vast crowds. Eight Hours Day symbolised the proud tradition of Victoria's labour

movement. It affirmed both the strength of labour and the respectability of its
masculine, artisan origins. The May Day marches were for the most part quite
different. They represented the entire working-class, not only its skilled section.
Women and children marched. And,except in the utterances of the moderate

labour men,they were determinedly and deliberately unrespectable. TTiey
celebrated not the victories of the past but a vision of the future by exposing the
oppression of the present. As a consequence of the long decline of the Eight Hours

Day procession and its ultimate obliteration by the Moomba monster, the May Day
march became Melbourne's only working-class celebration.
At first the marches were small," a brave little band" as the marchers were later

called.

Nevertheless they quickly increased in size. At their biggest, in the late

1930's and early 1950's, they comprised over 10,000 marchers. Frequently they
became caught up in other big public campaigns, attracting new, but probably shorttemi,recruits: the anti-war campaignere oi the 1930's, 40's and 50's and Vietnam
moratorium marchers of the late 1960'5 gnd early WTCs.

For most of its history the May Day march has been just that, a march. It was not

necessarily of a military style (although the Commumst Party of Australia did march

so in the 1940's) but rather a procession of regular formation and at a set pace,
often to the rhythm of bands. However, until 1924, the event was described not as a

march but as a "stroll". Year after year the Melbourne City Coimcil expressly
forbade a march, on the spurious grounds that a march on Simday, the day of rest,
gave offence to the public and that the workers already had their Eight Hours Day
march. The police were always on hand to make sure the "strollers" did just that,
just as they made sure that baimers and flags were kept furled. In fact the poUce
have been the other constant at May Day marches. Most commonly they have

directed traffic and cleared the way for the legd processions, but they quickly broke
up the illegal May 1st marches in the 1930's. ^ey tore down the red flags and
arrested their bearers during and after World War One,when carrying a red flag
was against the law. Special Branch police were often present to see exactly who
was marching, and police positioned at Russell Street often took bird's eye films of
that lee of the march.

The marchers have always been well organised by the May Day Committees. They
have always carried red flags, whether illegal or not, sung the working-class hymns
"The Internationale","The Red Flag","The Marsellaise", as they marched, and
chanted the appropriate slogans. TTiere has always been a rich pageant of barmers.

In the 1890's they proclaimed "8 hours or less","Uberty, Fraternity, Eouality",
"Free Railways". In the 1930's there were Noel Counihan's gallenes or heroes and

rogues. The old favourites still appear in the 1980's:"Workers of the World Unite"
mingles with the banners announcing the participation of the Trotskyist parties and
the current political demands. New banners appeared with new groups of marchers
and old banners disappeared with the decline and death of old ideologies.
Aboriginal marchers took their place from the 1930's and so did national groups. In
1947,100 clergymen marched as a contingent In 1963 pensioners marched behind
a banner entitled "We built, now we starve".

Large and impressive tableaux became popular in the late 1930's and lasted till the
1970's. Marchers acted out scenes like "Joe Lyons goes to the Coronation" and

"Slaves or Freemen from Convict Settlement to ?". In 1951 Frank and Mis Hardy

firoduced a "Power without gloiy" float calling for the trial of gangsters, not writers,

n 1954 radical students from Melbourne Umversity presented a float lampooning
the Petrov affair. In 1962 meatworkers built a huge black papier mache octopus
representing the meat monopolies.
That the May Day marchers actually march in their separate parties, unions and
groups might be taken to show how divided the Australian labour movement is.

The existence of the separate groups of marchers certainly illustrates the point and
so specifically does the 1932 march, when the Communist Party of Australia and the
Trades Hall Council-Australian Labor Party axis headed off in different

processions. The anarchist Chummy Fleming, one of the founders of the May Day
celebrations as a Knight of Labor, and one of its greatest characters, most pointedly
expressed the divisions.

.
For year after year, in the 1910's and 1920's when the
"official" labour movement marched, he and a small group offollowers swung in at
their head bearing a tattered red flag vnth a skull and crossbones on one side and

the word "Anarchy" on the other, with, over the years, a succession of banners
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declaring "Anarchy is Freedom, No starvation, no extermination","General strike

declared, Vive la Revolution Don't Vote, Long live Anarchy". "No God, No'
Master, Long live Anarchy"

'CHILDREN OF EUREKA'
COMING HOME
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•Eartirr this y^ar IJ Eurtka descemdamts eama to Ballarat for this pictart, imkaa ky
Fromotiua Aastrulia at thr Diyfters Memorial im the Old Cemetery. It will he eircalated ky the
Federal Carerameat's overseas pablicity arm to media ia all the coaatries from which the
oriniaal StockuJers came. As a result, the orgaaisers expect maay replies from overseas.
The Eureka Celebrations Committee has planned an exciting program for the I
commemorative weekend on December 3rd and 4th, 1988.

The tentative Program of Events Is as fol lows;

Endorsed Bicentennial Activity

Fridav 2/12/88

11.00 am. School children of Bal larat take part In a flag raising
ceremony on Bakery Hill.
Saturday 3/12/88

1.00 pm. Commemoration ceremony at Old Bal larat Cemetery - soldiers,
graves and miners memorial.

3.00 pm. "Family Reunions" Picnic (of Individual famil ies and al l of
"Eureka's Children") at Eureka Stockade gardens, Stawel I Street,

Bal larat. ..This function wil l extend Into the evening and
entertainment (bush bands, films, recitations, etc.) wil l be

provided. We would encourage people to attend In period costume.

There will be an auction of a replica Eureka flag, and the burial of
a time capsule containing a visitors book.
Sunday 4/12/88

Planned re-enactments of the burning of Bentleys Hotel and the Eureka
battle at Sovereign Hill; tours of the Eureka displays at the Fine
Art Gal lery, and The Gold Museum; walking tours of the historic
"Eureka Trail" past points of Interest of the story.

fj

AUSTRALIAN CANADIAN LABOUR HISTORY CONFERENCE
12-16 December 1988

Merewether Building, University of Sydney
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The Australian Society for the Study of Labour History and the Committee on Canadian
labour History are organising this Conference. Some papers will be comparative, while others
represent the latest thinking and research in either Canada or Australia.
The Conference Sessions are;

1.

Labour History in Canada and Australia

2.

Aboriginal Peoples

3.

Gender and Working Class

4.

Work Relations in Colonial Times

5.

Employer Strategies and Worker Response, 1850-1930

6.

The Role of the State, 1860-1930

7.

Depression and War, 1929-1946

8.

Labour and the Post-War World

9.

Labour and Politics

10.

Whose History? Workshop on Sources and Methods in
Labour History

The Conference registration fee is $60. The fee includes a Conference

Program,lunch on Tuesday only and all morning and afternoon teas.
A concessional registrarion fee of^is available to students, the retired, the
unpaid and social security recipients.

There will also be a Conference Dinner on the Wednesday evening ($35) and
a Harbour Luncheon Cruise(BYOG)on the Friday afternoon ($40).
The closing date for registration is the 11 November. Unregistered
participants can pay a daily rate to attend Conference Sessions.

Accommodation is available at Wesley College. The cost is $27 per night
single bed and breakfast. Anyone requiring accommodation should forward the full
amount to the Convenor before the 11 November. No further bookings are possible
after this date.

Greg Patmore
Convenor

Please send cheques to: Australian Canadian Labour History Conference
Department of Industrial Relations

Faculty of Economics
University of Sydney 2006
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Richard Broome

•till

WINNER FELLOWSHIP OF AUSTRALIAN WRITERS
LOCAL HISTORY PRIZE 1987

A history of Coburg's gro%vth and the people who

Coburg's history was dramatically shaped four

Author Richard Broome has taught Australian
history in universities in Sydney and Melbourne
for ten years and has been a freelance historian
for five years. His most recent book,Arriuing, a
history of immigration to Victoria, was
commissior\ed by the State government as part

million years ago when lava flowed over its

of the 150th celebrations.

shared Its development,including the history
of Pentridge prison, established 1850.

surface, forcing the creeks to cut new courses
which later became the area's obstacles and

boundaries. Aborigines used this basalt for
tools; much later men quarried it and prisoners
broke bluestone for hard labour. After long
Aboriginal occupation, European settlement
began in 1837."Hie village of Pentridge(as

Coburg was then called) on the Sydney Road
became the salad bowl of early Melbourne and

Size 245 x 180mm,approx.320 pages, black
and white illustrations throughout, casebound

and jacketed, publication May 1987.
Price to rate-payers $18.00, plus $4.00
postage per copy. Post-publication price to
other than rate-payers $20.00 plus $4.00
postage per copy.

it remained a sleepy rural outpost for 70 years.
Coburg flourished after 1900 as periods of
feverish home building and industrialisation
were interrupted by war and depression.
Throughout Coburg maintained its earlier sense
of community aided by growing working-class
traditions. After 1945 the city was remade by yet
another wave of immigrants, this time with
different traditions.

ORDER FORM
PIea.sc supply

copies of COBURG: BETWEEN TWO

To:

CREEKS

Book offer

I enclose my cheque/postal order for $
postage(as $4.00 per copy).

City of Coburg
P.O. Box 113

Name ..

Coburg

Address

Victoria 3058
,. Postcode

plus $
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THE R/VBIAN SOCIETY. LABOUR HISTORY AND DAVID BENNETT

By Lyle Allan
«

The contribution of the Victorian Pabian Society to labour

history is rarely acknowledged in any positive sense. Right-wing
opponents of the Society (among them Bruce Ruxton, Victorian Returned

Services League President, in the Toorak Times) argue that the aim
of Pabian socialism is to abolish private property and to introduce a

totalitarian form of government.

In practice Pabians tend to be

gradualists rather than revolutionaries.

The Society is named after

the Roman General Pabius Maximus, the opponent of Hannibal, who

preferred to delay battle until victory seemed within absolute grasp.

The Pabian approach to socialism is one of evolution.

A major emphasis

of present Pabians is on achieving social progress and socialism through
research and education.

George Bernard Shaw and the Webbs were founding members of the
first Pabian Society in London in 1884.

Australian Pabian Societies

were formed in the 1890's but they were short-lived.

Pabian Society in Victoria was formed in 1947.
Australian Pabian Society in 1984.

The present

It was re-named the

Bob Hawke, John Cain and John

Bannon are present members of the Australian Pabian Sodiety.
are Bill Hayden, Neville Wran and Gough Whitlam.

So too

The late Arthur

Calwell frequently described himself as a Pabian socialist.

A balanced view of Pabian contributions to labour history is

presented by Race Mathews, Victorian Secretary of the Pabian Society .
for most of its existence, in his published work David Bennett.

(Australian Pabian Society Pamphlet No. 44).

A Memoir

David Bennett, who lived

from 1926 to 1984, was one of the Pabian Society's leading members.
Mathews has written a sound historical and personal record both of the
man and his times.

Bennett was both a rebel and a reformer yet Pabian

principles, in particular concern for the human consequences of his
actions, influenced all that he did.

Education was Bennett's major interest.

His most spectuculor success

was when he ran the innovations programme as a full-time member of the

Whitlam-lnltiated Schools Commission.

He was earlier and less successfully

Principal of a "free" school at Donvale in outer-suburban Melbourne

based on the English model of A>S. Neill's Summerhill.

Bennett's school

was called ERA (after the Bducation Reform Association).'
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ERA did not work.

Teachers could nqt cope.

.

Parents wanted a

"more-disciplined" and "less-free" school environment.

Bennett's own

family military background (he was the grandson of distinguished World
War I General Monash) ill-equipped him to run a non-traditional school.
Democratic decision making by students, for example, was contrary to

all military practices.

.

The achievements of the BRA staff in Dennett's time are long forgotten.

His most controversial staff appointment is not.
headline "MR LANGER NOW A SIR" said it all.

The Melbourne Sun

David Bennett employed

one-time Young Labor Association activist in the early 'bO's, and
late 1960's Maoist student anti-Vietnem War activist Albert Danger to
teach at ERA in 1972.

A brilliant student at Monash University, Danger's

activism barred him from every Australian University, both as a higher
degree student and as a faculty member.

Only David Bennett dared to

emplsry him.

Bennett's employment of Albert Danger rightly suggested a concern

to right an injustice, a character trait Bennett also displayed in his
political actions.

Unlike many social reformers in the immediate

post World War II period Bennett was not drawn into the Communist Party,

although he had considered joining.

Communist discipline would have been

anathema to a person of an independent, even a slightly eccentric nature.
Ihe Australian Labor Party and the Fabian Society were better vehicles for

political action. Certainly for people like David Bennett.

Bennett's role in the ALP suggests that while he held high principles
he did not prefer ideological purity over party power. Bennett was

essentially a man of the centre.
extremists.

He saw a Victorian ALP dominated by

The right before 1955.

Increasingly extremists on the

left after 1955. The party did not, to Bennett, appear to be concerned
with bringing about an equitable, democratic socialist society.
Increasingly after 1965 under Staie Secretary Bill Hartley the Victorian
ALP appeared doomed to the status of a permanent minority party, never
to win office.

Bennett saw the need for a radical re-structuring of the Victorian ALP.

Ho saw in particular that the party's intransigent opposition to "stato-aid"
for non-state schoolis was a great electoral handicap. Bennett, Race Kathews
and others prepared the "ground-work" to pave the way for federal intervention
and the removal of the party's Victorian Central Executive in 1970.

M»thew8 pamphlet is a historical record of the highest importance i^ \
its treatment of this period. Mathews deals well with the two great«at\

•consequences of the 1970 "intervention" and subsequent reconstruction
of the Victorian ALP.

The first consequence, the election of the Whitlam government in
1972, lived up to most of Bennett's expectations, certainly in the
field of education. Much of V/hitlam's education policy derived directly
from the Pabian work of Bennett and Mathews. The second consequence,

the institutionalisation of party factions, may not have been to Bennett's

liking. He remained non-aligned. None of the three major Victorian
factions which resulted from federal intervention (Socialist Left,

Labor Unity and the small Independents faction) truly reflected his views.
In any case he would have found difficulty from the requirement to "toe"
factional decisions.

David Bennett's record of publication, almost all. bf. it relevant to
education and much of it under the imprint of the Pabiah Society, is

impressive. It largely reflects Pabian thought and activity throughout
much-of the idealistic 1950*s and 1960's. In essence Pabians generally

supported increased federal funding for education on a needs b-jsis. A
version of these proposals is included in the Mathews pamphlet as an
appendix. Bennett lived to see a great reversal in public attitudes.

Since the early 1980's there has been and is much less public support" for the
view that education is necessarily improved by a substantial injection of
public money.

David Bennett never became a parliamentarian, although he had

been an ALP parliamentary candidate. Nor did he occupy high party office,
except for a brief period as President of the 1970 Victorian ALP
Reconstruction Committee. His contribution was indeed in the "back room."

His ideas were an inspiration to two generations of Pabian activists.
Race Mathews has done his memory a great service,

8-8-8-SPECIAL RECORDER
WE HAD A PRINT RUN OF 40,000 FOR THIS SPECIAL.

WE SOLD 32,500 TO UNIONS BEFORE PRINTING. WE WISH TO THANK THOSE
UNIONS FOR THEIR CONSISTENT SUPPORT OF OUR EFFORTS.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT IVE HAVE THE FULL COOPERATION OF THE EUREKA
COMMEMORATION COMMITTEE AT BALLARAT AND WORK ON ANOTHER SPECIAL TO MARK
EUREKA - A BICENTENARY CONTRIBUTION - HAS BEGUN.

WE HAVE HAD PROVIDED FOR US A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

AND MEMBERS CAN LOOK FORWARD TO A VERY WORTHWHILE HISTORICAL SOUVENIR.

Sj
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THE

RED FLAG RIOTS
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A STUDY OF INTOLERANCE

Raymond Evans
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Today, the crowds at Expo pass, unknowingly,
over the site of the "red flag riots", the
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first anti-communist scare in Australia.
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Brisbane

saw

scenes of unprecedented rioting, bloodshed

BunMnUnw

t

In March 1919 the streets of

A

destruction.

Seven

thousand

returned

soldiers
and their loyalist
supporters
surged across Victoria Bridge to attack
South Brisbane's Russian community, chanting
"Hang them" and "Burn their meeting place
down".

Under Australia's postwar euphoria there was
a darker strain of hatred, bitterness and
racial tension.
Far from bequeathing a

sense^ of national unity, the Great War had

i.

led

to

disillusionment,

acute

social

division and severe economic hardship.
effect

of

the

Russian

Revolution

The
on

Australia was to heighten class conflict and

xenophobic fears, and disaffected returned soldiers found a scapegoat in the
small but politically active group of Russian emigres and their leftwing
supporters.

Photographs, sketches and maps accompany this thorough and lively narrative
which draws on letters and diaries, newspapers, pamphlets, police and
censorship reports.
It is a surprising and salutary episode from our
explosive past.

RAYMOND EVANS is a senior lecturer in History at the University of Queensland.

He specialises in social history, race relations and conflict studies, and is
particularly interested in the treatment of non-Anglo Europeans during and
after World War I. Or Evans has published widely in this area and is the
author of Loyalty and Disloyalty; Social Conflict on the Queensland Homefront

1914-1918 (1987), and a co-author of Race Relations in Colonial Queensland; A
History of Exclusion. Exploitation and Extermination (new edition. UQP 1988).
R.R.P. $24.95 (Paperback)

For further information, please contact:
ALISON COTES

University of Queensland Press, PO Box 42, St Lucia, Qld. 4067
Phone (07) 377 2452
A coy of your review would be appreciated.

Phone: Alison Cotes (07) 377 2452

University of Queensland Press PO Box 42 St Lucia Queensland 4067
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LABOUR MUSEUMS AND HUNGARY

Address by Brian McKinlay, 16 February 1988, to the Australian Society
for the Study of Labour History, Melbourne Branch.

Australians have done very little about commemorating working class
or labour history.

Our own museums seem devoted to something else.

Donald Home, in The Great Museums described every musevim in terms of

being a nationalist institution.

Our nationalism seems strong on war.

Our Canberra War Memorial is perhaps our most outstanding museum!

Even

in our country towns almost every one has its own Memorial to the Boer War
or World War I.

Where do we really commemorate working class life and

history?

The Europeans set us an example we could well emulate.

The design

of a museum in York (England) enables people to walk through a series of
dioramas to see how working people lived (even down to the date of the

present Queen of Englaind's Coronation on 2 June 1953).
at the York Museum is complete even down to dung.

museum exists in a gentrified working-class suburb

The Viking Village

In Copenhagen a labour

-

a permanent display

of the history of the working-class movement in Denmark.

In Denmark

(as in Australia) Danish working-class people before World War II drank
Coffee and Chicory!

One suggestion worthy of consideration is that our own Trades Hall,
now that it has lost most of its union tenants, could be converted into a
labour museum.

Perhaps the most impressive working-class museum in Europe is in the

Hungarian capital, Budapest.

The Budapest museum displays a theme of

nationalism and struggle against foreign domination by Turkey and Austria,
as well as a history of struggle against the local aristocracy and
bourgeoisie.

1848, a year of working-class revolt throughout Europe,

resulted in a Hungarian nationalist revolution which was eventually put
down by a combined force of Austrians and Russians.

emigrated.

Many Hungarians

Some came to Australia. (The* present Mayor of Preston,

Gary Jungwirth, is descended from Janos Jungwirth, who served as an

officer in the Hungarian Army of General Klapka in the cause of the

1848 Revolution). A number of Hungarians fled to Germany and others to

Prance. A number of Hungarians were executed by the French police in
1870 after participating in the Paris Commune.
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After 1867 Hungary formed a dual monarchy with the Habsburgs the Austro-Hvingarian monarchy. Much architecture familiar to Australians
dates from this period. Melbourne, for example, has an early Habsburg
Parliament House.

The Austro-Hvingarian dual monarchy was unable to

deal with the problems of ethnicity and national minorities.

As

elsewhere racism and national chauvinism cut across the working-class
movement in Hungary.

In 1916 working-class protests at World War I, falling standards of
living, and food shortages grew in intensity.

There are oral accounts

(in Hungarian) of the growing radicalisation of the Hungarian working-class.
The Social Democratic Party split over support for the War.

One is

constantly struck with historical parallels between Hungary and Australia.
A lot of ffxingarians returned from Russia, where they had been

prisoners of war, in 1918. In November revolution broke out in Budapest.
Pood shortages and an influenza epidemic raged. Vienna's political
power disintegrated. A republic was proclaimed in Budapest. The total
social collapse in the winter of 1918 was a terrible event. In 1919 a
Soviet government was established under Bela Run but its reign was brief.
Rumanian military intervention forced the Kiui government from office.

An authoritarian fascist regime xmder Admiral Horthy ruled Hungary from
1920 until liberation by Soviet troops in 1945. Horthy was a strong
supporter of Mussolini, and in World War II was an ally of Hitler.
Many of Horthy's best troops were killed at Stalingrad.

In 1947 a socialist government was established in Hungary.
Hungary's lack of natural resources forces it to be a net importer of
energy from other socialist Eastern bloc coiintries, principally the
Soviet Union. Hungary has been an innovator in labour-market reform.
Many Hungarian economists regard the present Soviet economic reforms as
"copycat" models of those adopted by Hungary.

Hungary is one of the most liberal of the Eastern European countries.

Tourism is a major industry. Tourists are welcomed, and private accommodation
is used to meet the large numbers now entering the country. Hotel
accommodation is insufficient to meet the" big seasonal influx.

Minimum

restrictions (such as reporting to the police) are placed upon tourist
movements where tourists do not stay at'approved hotels.

Hungary, in common with other Eastern bloc countries, has a shortage of
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western currency.

One ingenious way in which foreign currency is obtained

is the practice of some professionals (such as dentists) who perform work
for westerners at a rate much cheaper than that prevailing in their own

countries.

This particularly applies to Austrians.

Austria exceed Australian

Dental charges in

dental charges.

Victorians have much to gain in considering Hungary's museum
project, and should also look closely at museums elsewhere.

Our own

Museum of Labour History would be a very worthwhile project.

(written from notes taken by Lyle Allan)
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THESE THINGS SHALL BE

By Edgar Ross
Edgar Ross has been involved in the ideals and aims of the Socialist
Movement in Australia since his childhood when he was a member of the

Sunday School of the Victorian Socialist Party.

So probably no-one would be more qixalified .to write a life history of
his father, R.S. Ross.

R.S. Ross's life coincided with the beginning's of the Labour Party. He

played a prominent part from the first Socialist Leagues of the 1880/1890
to the Victorian Socialist Party up to the formation of the A.G.T.U. in the
late 1920's.

Edgar's book is not only a history of his father, it is also a study of the
origins of the Labour Party. We will print a review of his biography of his
father in the next issue of the Recorder.
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